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 Greetings And Special Energy Gifts From Several In The Spirit Group 

 Farena Enters And Gives A Special Energy For The Christmas Season 

 Francis Enters ~ Says He Will Be Manifesting In Physical Form At Times, When Needed 

 Bathusela Enters And Sends Her Special Energy To Cleanse The Third Eye 

 Inquiry About A Loved One Who Has Passed Over ~ Needing Light And Prayers 

 What Is The Difference Between Regular Crystals And The Crystal Balls? 

 Amelius Enters And Sends The Energy Of Love 
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Greetings And Special Energy Gifts From Several In The Spirit Group 

 

We thought that for this session that we would send you greetings from others in the 

fold here. And since we are part of The Kingdom of Amelius and it is this particular 

illusion of Christmas that is a part of that which Amelius manifested for teaching, that we 

would follow through on the illusion of this Christmas holiday and give to you our own 

interpretation of the spiritual implications of it, and to give our gift to all of you who, 

though realizing that it is all illusion sometimes will struggle with the earthly 

manifestation that you find yourselves surrounded. 

 

There are a few from The Company who will come through and speak to you. You will 

recognize them, and they who do come through will have a message from themselves to 

all of you and any of you who would like to ask a question of any of them are 

encouraged to do so. We will not spend a great deal of time with each of them for we 

are still having to move slowly in and out of the electromagnetic field of Mushiba, for 

the cellular changes are almost complete, but not quite, so there will be a bit of time in 

between each of their entries and departures. And then I will return and give to you a 

special gift. I move over now in the vibration and allow one of our Company to come 

through. 

 

Farena Enters And Gives A Special Energy For The Christmas Season 

 

Farena: Guess who?! ☺ ☺ Hello! How are you tonight in this wonderful time? What 

would you like to ask me? Waith indicates one question before I give you my special gift. 

My name is Farena and I am new to the Force of Angelics in Training, and I am here in 

this gathering of Waith and Company to learn very specific lessons in how to guide. I 

have a very special connection with Mushiba which will be given out by Waith sometime 

very soon. I have a very special mission that will begin very shortly that will entail 

helping to strengthen energy forms in their dealings with the missions that their soul has 

undertaken as we approach the time of The Shift of the axis. 

 

I have a new energy that I may now transmit to you through Mushiba since the last time 

that I was in to speak, for the cellular changes have raised the vibration to the level now 

that I am able to send through a particular vibration to all of you. 

 

I would like you all to please hold hands with someone next to you and now to 

concentrate your eyes upon the configuration of my hands. And as you 

concentrate your eyes upon this configuration, look at the depth that you see and 

follow that as my hands move and visualize vibrant White Light. Okay, now. 

(Farena holds her hands at the level of the third eye in a pyramid shape, fingers pointing in 
towards the head, tips of fingers and thumbs touching and palms apart so that a triangle is 
formed with the fingers forming the sides, and the thumbs, the base. She then raises the pyramid 
to the crown of the head, fingers pointing inward, then slowly brings the hands, still in the pyramid 
position, down over the body with the opening facing the group, down to the lap, and then, fingers 
pointing inward, raises the pyramid to the heart Chakra. She ends with hands on lap.) 
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We are completed now. What I have given to you is an energy to help you all to survive 

during these next few earth plane days. ☺ And I send to all of you my deepest love and 

my happiness to share with all of you. Farewell. Bye. (Farena smiles and flips her hair)  I 

know that you are all waiting for that. I had to do it for show. ☺ 

 

Francis Enters ~ Says He Will Be Manifesting In Physical Form At Times, When Needed 

 

Francis: Greetings. (Francis raises his three middle fingers in his traditional greeting of peace) As you 

all know, I am a bit shy about this. I prefer rather to work behind the scenes, but I 

wanted to come through now and express to you all the very deep love and admiration 

that I have for each of you, for you struggle, and you struggle beautifully, and in my 

mission of helping to raise the consciousness of those incarnated now toward The Animal 

Kingdom and The Plant Kingdom is being served by my most wonderful energy here 

now. (Refers to Barnabus, Mushiba's old English sheepdog) It is being served so beautifully by 

all of you. 

 

He gets excited when he sees you! 

 

Francis: Your consciousness is raising so rapidly now. So many of you at the individual 

level, and contributing, therefore, to the whole. As new souls find their way into our 

community, they will feel the influence and they will feel the love that emanates from 

each of you individually and as a group toward The Animal Kingdom and the respect 

that needs to be given to all life. 

 

My gift to all of you is that I, on occasion now, will be able to manifest in physical form 

but I will not tell you, for it is not for that type of publication but rather I will do this 

when it is needed to relay particular messages. I will simply be there. We are able to do 

this, of course, when we reach a certain dimension. We are given permission by The 

Creative Force. And thus I am honored now to have been given this permission, and I 

will from now until the departure of Mushiba from the earth plane, be able to do this. 

Many times you will know that it is I. Many times you will not but it will not matter for 

that which you need by my appearing will have been served. I am able, as Farena, to 

take one question. Perhaps one and a half. ☺☺☺ Ah, laughter! I am learning. 

 

Francis, thank you for sending my cat home. What can I do to make their adjustment for 

staying inside easier? It seems to be hard for Fluffy right now. 

 

Francis: As I had indicated previously through Waith, they learn lessons in The Animal 

Kingdom, these particular animals. They have certain lessons and tests that, once met, 

will aid in the other animals that will come into the community. They are being prepared 

in The Animal Kingdom for certain missionary work among those of The Animal 

Kingdom. They must learn boundaries. Once they have learned boundaries, they will be 

able to proceed. They are being helped at this level. That which you assist at the earth 
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plane level is adequate now. You must be very careful not to allow them outside of the 

enclosure. You will be guided appropriately. I must now depart. I thank you for allowing 

me to Be of Service to you. I send you also my highest love and my admiration to all of 

you. As it is said in the vernacular, Merry Christmas. ☺ 

 

Bathusela Enters And Sends Her Special Energy To Cleanse The Third Eye 

 

Bathusela: Hello-o-o-o! I am Bathusela. I am here to let you know that I also am starting 

to manifest on occasion, and guess how you will get to know it is I? 

 

Pink! ☺ ☺  

 

Bathusela: I will wear pink! Sometimes it will be in concrete, what appears to be concrete 

body, and other times it will be one of my many visions where I am sort of ethereal and 

I am in spirit form, but yet image, the illusion, comes through. (Bathusela is holding her 

hands up with palms facing out and moving them around) Pink! 

 

I will be here, of course, to help the female energies in strengthening yourselves as female 

energies. I have a special gift for you, for I, too, am now able to send through an energy. 

This is a different type of energy than Farena sends through to you. 

 

I would like you all to hold out your hands like this with your palms up and with 

your eyes remaining open. (Arms are outstretched with palms up) You bring your arms 

and your hands up like this ~ (Bathusela raises her hands and the fingertips touch at the 

third eye as one would do if shading the eyes), and now place your eyes looking at the 

third eye, your own third eye, and surround your third eye with Light. 

 

Doing this with your eyes open is a different technique than you are accustomed 

to, for I will now send to you a ray of White Light. It will penetrate through the 

physical encasement of that which is called your eyes and will move into The 

Third Eye. Surround your Third Eye with White Light, all of you, for I cannot do 

this until you have each done this ~ this protection. I begin now. (Arms at shoulder 

level, hands facing each other, shaking as Bathusela sends the energy) Slowly now, bring 

your arms down, bring your eyes forward, and relax. (Arms come down each side of 

the body in a circle and meet on the lap) 

 

This was a special cleansing of The Third Eye enabling you to see better that which you 

each have as your mission and especially to help both the male and the female energies 

to understand each other and not to fight each other. I am able to take one question. 

 

Could we use this technique to help ourselves not fight the male entities, to strengthen 

that? 
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Bathusela: This is a technique that must be used in conjunction with my own energies 

coming through. It is a special gift. We will very shortly be giving you techniques, as you 

so request, when we have the special session. That will be very, very soon. Mushiba is 

almost ready. Do not worry, my love, all will be well. Thank you for allowing me to be 

here with you. I depart now. Goodbye! 

 

Waith: Well, here I am again! We are most, most pleased that these special gifts have 

been given to you and that the time has been reached in which they are able to give 

these gifts to you, for it will help to further the development of each of you individually 

as well as the spiritual community and will deepen your own spirituality, will deepen 

your own connectedness with the One. We would take also a question or two before I 

give you the energy that you have been waiting for. 

 

Inquiry About A Loved One Who Has Passed Over ~ Needing Light And Prayers 

 

Waith, I would like to know if you could check and see if (name given), if he is all right. 

 

He is encountering some difficulties in the interdimensional fiber of energy. We have 

located him and we will do our best to help him through. He needs to have special Light 

and prayer to guide him through. We are not able to indicate to you why this occurrence 

has happened except that it will be worked through. We will help him. However, he 

needs to have help from earth plane. 

 

If I send him prayer and light, will that help? 

 

Yes, it will, and it would be beneficial to call upon others also. Ask others to help you in 

this. And as always, prayer and Light helps a situation. Do not fear for him. It is not a 

negative situation. It is simply an entrapment interdimensionally that occurs on a regular 

basis and is not anything to get really upset about. 

 

What Is The Difference Between Regular Crystals And The Crystal Balls? 

 

There are energy differences. And just as those who incarnate in The Human Kingdom 

take on different forms, so too do those in The Mineral Kingdom take on different forms 

as their energies vary, change, and lessons need to be learned, so that the physical 

encasement in The Mineral Kingdom is of the same manner of that of The Human 

Kingdom, for in one incarnation you may be male and in another you may be female, 

for example. And so too is it in The Mineral Kingdom, though there are other ways in 

which the physical encasement serves purposes for growth of the spirit of those in The 

Mineral Kingdom. There is really nothing complex about it at all. 

 

Amelius Enters And Sends The Energy Of Love 
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Amelius has moved into the vibration. One moment while we prepare Mushiba's 

vibration and Amelius will send to you an energy that you will be able to take with you 

in your meditations during this holiday time that will help you to better understand the 

significance of his role when he incarnated as Jesus. It will help you to understand the 

spiritual significance of this. And for those of you here who have recognizable soul 

memories of that time frame, this will help you to soothe that memory which for some 

creates a disturbance. 

 

This was a time of tremendous, tremendous spiritual teaching, and all that occurred was 

what needed to occur, and the celebration of his entry onto the earth plane is a reminder 

that life goes on regardless of circumstances and regardless of that which would attempt 

to deter it or prevent it, and so, as you all gather in this symbolic celebration of entry 

onto the earth plane, Amelius sends through me now and through now Mushiba the 

energy of love. (Waith hold his hands up, palms facing the group, and they move as the energy flows 

through them) We love you all. 

 

We are ready to depart now. We send to you all, from our selves the very Highest of the 

White Light, not to equal that which you have just received. However, it is our very 

Highest of the White Light from Amelius' Kingdom of which we are so humbled to be a 

part of. Farewell. (Waith makes the sign of the cross in the air with his right hand with left held 

underneath and completes it by crossing his arms over Mushiba's chest, his customary blessing) 


